THE GLOBAL INDUSTRY X.0 INNOVATION NETWORK

VIDEO TRANSCRIPT

San Francisco, USA – Accenture Labs
• The cutting-edge in Industry X.0
• Putting innovation to work
• Leading the way in applied R&D

Houston, USA – Innovation Hub
• State-of-the-art learning environment
• Innovating to win in Industry X.0
• Experiencing. Learning. Developing.

Detroit, USA – Industry X.0 Innovation Center
• Experiencing Industry X.0 first-hand
• Tackling industry challenges faster
• Imagining. Creating. Innovating.

Dublin, Ireland – The Dock
• Industry X.0 gets real
• Incubating and scaling the New Now
• Adapting to future workforce needs

London, UK – Industry X.0 Zone
• Inspiration for innovation
• Showcasing Industry X.0
• Disrupting to invent the future

Paris, France – Industry X.0 Innovation Center
• Innovation through immersion
• Accelerating Industry X.0
• Ideating. Prototyping. Delivering.

Clermont Ferrand, France – Digital Studio for Manufacturing
• Next-level digital asset management
• Offering hands-on learning
• Prototyping Industry X.0 solutions

Essen, Germany – Innovation Hub
Stay tuned! Coming soon in 2018!

Garching, Germany – IIoT Innovation Center
• From imagination to innovation
• Unlocking Industry X.0
• Creating outcome-based solutions

Modena, Italy - Industry X.0 Innovation Center
• Live connected factory
• Going beyond traditional thinking
• Driving Industry X.0 with applied innovation

Budapest, Hungary – Industrial Automation Center of Excellence
• Solving problems at speed
• Connecting with Industry X.0 experts
• Putting theory into action

Cluj, Romania – Industrial SW Center of Excellence
• Industry X.0 comes to life
• Harnessing industrial software
• Experimenting. Learning. Delivering.
Istanbul, Turkey – IoT Center of Excellence
• Expert Industry X.0 technologists
• Innovating from shop floor to top floor
• Designing and building cutting-edge IoT

Tokyo, Japan – Innovation Hub
• Japan’s leading Industry X.0 destination
• Unleashing the power of digital
• Solving real-world problems

Singapore – Resources & Consumer Goods IoT Innovation Center
• From conversation to action
• Improving outcomes with Industry X.0
• Discovering. Designing. Disrupting.

+23 Locations around the globe
• Network powered
• Innovation focused
• Outcomes obsessed